4mm SER/SECR/SR Stirling/Wainwright Class Q/Q1 and Metropolitan Class C
For those who buy the SER-Kits etch.

The etch
This is reduced in CAD from 7mm and is highly accurate and detailed and etched on
0.10mm N/S. I suggest a prospective buyer should download the 7mm instructions
which will give you a good idea of what you will have to do. They include a key to the
numbers on the etch. Go to www.serkits.com
The following information is compiled from notes and photos supplied by a 4mm
modeller. Would others add to this to help other builders of the locomotive by
emailing me at serkits1@aol.co.uk.
List of parts for the Q1
From Branchlines:
All Wainwright on their list, although they do some Stirling fittings for the Q version.
•

Chimney. A bit high for number 181 but beggars can't etc…

•

Safety valve. This stands too high. I filed some of the bottom of the cowl and
had to cut the valves themselves off, shorten them by about 3/4 of a mil. I
drilled up into each valve with a .5 drill and into base the same, pegged them
with 0.5 n/s wire and soldered the valves back in place. What fun.

•

Dome. This was a disappointment due to the casting sprue being on the side
of the dome. ( All these fittings are lost wax by the way. ) I had a lost wax
Midland Johnson dome spare, so I wacked that in my mini drill, filed the top
collar off, tided up and polished it, and it came out spiffing. A word you hardly
hear nowadays. :-)

•

Steam reverser. A beautiful casting. Just need to take a little off the top oil pot
as it's a little high, and a bit different to the one on the Q/Q1's.

•

Branchlines sell Wainwright sprung buffers, part number KM 428. They are a
Keen Maygib product.

From South East Finecast
All these fittings are in white metal
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•

Smokebox door.

•

Tank fillers.

•

Sandbox lids.

•

I did buy springs to go under the axle boxes but
they are too big and incorrect.

•

Smokebox dart and whistle, and handrail knobs
etc. can be picked up from many of the usual kit
manufacturer's.

All the rest of fittings such as pipe's for condensing
apparatus are from brass from Eileens emporium ect.
The flanges on the condensing pipes are from 10BA
washers wacked under the riveting tool.
Notes
DG asked me to report on the kit. One thing I have found as time (and handling)
goes on is the very thin half-etch on the edges of the
running plate, especially where the tabs come
through. I have found the outer bits on some have
broken away and have managed to reform them in
solder.
This is probably not a problem in 7mm of course.
DG: Forewarned is forearmed, The purpose of the ½etched edges is to avoid overscale thickness, as the
original was probably only ¼” or 3/8” thick. After
adding bunker, tanks and front wheel covers, I
suggest running solder along the bottom face against
the valance to create a kind of wedge profile in crosssection. This will be hidden by front and rear buffer
beams.
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